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Description

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the benefit of priority from Japanese patent application No.
2006-224040, filed on August 21, 2006.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a communication system, a communication method and a mobile station and
a base station used for the same, and more specifically to a communication channel quality informing method for informing
a communication channel quality of a downlink channel of a plurality of different bands when a downlink packet com-
munication is performed in a mobile communication system.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] A packet communication method that includes a plurality of mobile stations sharing a wireless band includes
the HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access) and the LTE (Long Term Evolution) which are standardized in the
3GPP. In such a packet communication system, a mobile station measures a receiving quality of a pilot channel that is
sent in a downlink channel and informs a base station of the measurement via the uplink channel as the Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI).
[0004] Association between the receiving quality and the CQI is determined, for example, the CQI of 30 levels (five
bits of information) is defined in the HSDPA. A base station uses the CQI informed from a mobile station for packet
scheduling for allocating a sending occasion or adaptive modulation for changing a coding ratio between the modulation
method and the communication channel coding. By using the communication channel quality, the base station can
provide communication according to a communication channel for each mobile station for enabling effective use of a
wireless band.
[0005] As an access method of a downlink channel of the LTE, the OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access) is considered. With the wireless band allocated to a system divided into a plurality of small Resource Blocks
(RB), the mobile station informs a base station of a CQI for each RB. That implements the frequency division multiplex,
enabling to allocate the resources to different mobile stations by the unit of RB (see 3GPP TSG RAN, TR25.814v.1.2.0,
"Physical Layer Aspects for Evolved UTRA", (2006-2)). FIG. 1 shows an example of a wireless band allocated to a
system divided into K RBs in total from 1 to K.
[0006] As a wireless band allocated to a system gets wider, however, the transmission rate in the downlink channel
gets faster, and the number of RBs are increases. For example, under the LTE, a band for a RB is around 375 kHz,
which is divided into 12 in the system band of 5 MHz. It is assumed that the band of the RB is constant regardless of
the system band width. As the system band gets wider, the mobile station needs to inform a higher number of CQIs.
[0007] The mobile station uses the uplink channel for informing the CQI. In the LTE, the uplink channel is also a shared
channel and uses the frequency division multiplex. Therefore, the number of mobile stations that is allowed to send at
the same time is limited. Specifically, as more mobile stations connect with a base station, a periodical sending method
is also used for increasing the multiplexing number in the uplink channel.
[0008] On the other hand, the CQI is used for scheduling or adaptive modulation in the downlink channel. In such a
case, if a communication channel quality cannot be informed at a suitable period, neither scheduling nor adaptive
modulation adapted to the communication channel quality of the mobile station can be implemented. That lowers through-
put in the downlink channel.
[0009] US2004/141466 discloses a method to perform differential CQI reporting both on time and frequency. It is
suggested to select a reference time slot and subcarrier, and to transmit only frequency relative CQI information in the
same time slot or time relative CQI information in the same frequency band. Alternatively, once a reference carrier to
interference ratio is selected, CQI may be differentially transmitted for all the time slots and sub-bands, according to
channel conditions.
[0010] The 3GPP document R1-061312 from the TSG RAN working Group 1 (WG1), from NEC, published the 2nd of
May 2006 before meeting #45 in Shanghai, and labelled "CQI reporting", proposes several CQI reporting methods:

absolute CQI information and bitmap, or differential CQI signalling in the time and/or frequency domain. It is also
suggested to select the best CQI reporting method which minimizes the error between the measured CQI at the UE
and the corresponding CQI restored at the NodeB.

[0011] The 3GPP document R2-062490 from the TSG RAN working Group 2 (WG2), from NEC, published the 23rd
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of August 2006 during meeting #54 in Tallinn, and labelled "Compressed CQI reporting scheme" proposes the use of
differential CQI information in the time and/or frequency domain, or to use rough CQI information (low quantization) in
the frequency domain. It is also proposed to dynamically switch the CQI reporting mode (among frequency relative CQI
reporting, time relative CQI reporting and rough CQI reporting) in order to minimize the compression error.
[0012] An exemplary object of the present invention is to provide a communication system with a CQI informing method
that can reduce the usage rate of wireless resources required for the CQI information, a method for the same, and a
mobile station and a base station used for the same.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] A communication system according to a first exemplary aspect not covered by the present invention is a
communication system for measuring communication channel qualities of one or more partial bands of a communication
band in a downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in a mobile station and sending the measurements
to a base station as communication channel quality information via an uplink channel, wherein said mobile station
comprises:

a section for representing the communication channel qualities of the partial bands, which are said measurements,
by relative value information in a frequency direction and sending the communication channel qualities to said base
station as said communication channel quality information at a first timing; and

a section for representing the communication channel qualities of the partial bands, which are said measurements,
by relative value information in a time direction for the partial band before a second timing and sending the com-
munication channel qualities to said base station as said communication channel quality information at the second
timing.

[0014] A communication system according to a second exemplary aspect covered by the present invention is a com-
munication system with the features of claim 1.
[0015] A communication system according to a third exemplary aspect not covered by the present invention is a
communication system for measuring communication channel qualities of one or more partial bands of a communication
band in a downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in a mobile station and sending the measurements
to a base station as communication channel quality information via an uplink channel, wherein said mobile station
comprises:

a section for representing the communication channel qualities of the partial bands, which are said measurements,
by relative value information in a time direction for said partial bands at a timing earlier in time;
a section for representing the communication channel qualities of the partial bands, which are said measurements,
by quantization level information which is rougher than the quantization level defined in the system; and
a section for sending the information with a smaller error relative to said measurements among said relative value
information in the time direction and said quantization level information to said base station as said communication
channel quality information.

[0016] A communication system according to a fourth exemplary aspect not covered by the present invention is a
communication system for measuring communication channel qualities of one or more partial bands of a communication
band in a downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in a mobile station and sending the measurements
to a base station as communication channel quality information via an uplink channel, wherein said mobile station
comprises:

a section for representing the communication channel qualities of the partial bands, which are said measurements,
by relative value information in a time direction for said partial bands at a timing earlier in time;
a section for representing the communication channel qualities of the partial bands, which are said measurements,
in quantization level information which is rougher than the quantization level defined in the system; and
a section for sending said quantization level information at a certain timing and said relative value information in the
time direction at other timings to said base station as said communication channel quality information.

[0017] The four exemplary aspects also encompass the corresponding communication methods, mobile stations and
recording media.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the relationship between the system band and RB;

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of a method for informing the CQI value of each RB;

FIG. 3 is a diagram for illustrating a problem in the informing method in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a system configuration diagram to which the exemplary embodiment of the present invention is applied;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the relationship between the time and the frequency of RB;

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a method for informing the CQI value in the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the mobile station in the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the base station in the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing operations of the mobile station in the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 10 shows an exemplary format by which the mobile station informs the base station on the time relative value
in the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 11 shows an exemplary format by which the mobile station informs the base station on the frequency relative
value in the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing details of step S804 in FIG. 9;

FIG. 13 is a diagram showing an example of a calculating operation of the time relative value information by the
mobile station;

FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing details of step S805 in FIG. 9;

FIG. 15 is a diagram showing an example of a calculating operation of the frequency relative value information by
the mobile station;

FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing operations of the base station in the first exempl ary embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 17 is a diagram showing an example of a restoring operation of the CQI value according to the time relative
value information by the base station;

FIG. 18 is a diagram showing an example of a restoring operation of the CQI value according to the frequency relative
value information by the base station;

FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing operations of the mobile station according to the second exemplary embodiment of
the present invention;

FIG. 20 shows an exemplary format by which the mobile station informs the base station on the time relative value
in the second exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 21 shows an exemplary format by which the mobile station informs the base station on the frequency relative
value in the second exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
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FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating a method for informing the CQI value in the second exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 23 is a block diagram of the mobile station in the third exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing operations of the mobile station in the third exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 25 is a diagram showing an example of a quantizing table in the mobile station and the base station in the third
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating a method for informing the CQI value in the fourth exemplary embodiment; and

FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating a method for informing the CQI value in the modification of the fourth exemplary
embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0019] The present invention will be described in detail below with reference to the drawings. As mentioned above,
according to the methods for informing CQI information of each RB by an absolute value, the usage rate of the wireless
resources required for informing the CQI increases. Therefore, in order to solve the problem, a method for saving the
wireless resources by informing relative value information instead of that for informing the CQI information of each RB
by an absolute value can be considered. The relative value information can also be represented as difference information
or differential information.
[0020] Specifically, as an informing method using such relative value information, a method as shown in FIG. 2 can
be considered. In the informing method shown in FIG. 2, the absolute value information or the relative value information
of the CQI of each RB is informed by a unit sending time (here, it is called a frame) in a wireless layer, with the absolute
value information being informed for the CQI in a part of the frames and the relative value information being informed
for the CQI in the other frames. Here, the relative value information is generated based on whether the CQI value in the
objective RB is larger or smaller than a reference which is the CQI value of the same RB as the objective RB, which is
obtained in the frame immediately before the frame to which the object RB belongs.
[0021] As a unit time for sending a data block from the upper layer, TTI (Transmission Time Interval) is known.
Hereinafter, 1 TTI is described as a frame, however, the present invention is not limited to that and 1TTI may be set
larger than a frame. A unit sending time in a wireless layer may be called a "frame", or a block of a predetermined number
of sub-frames may be called a "frame". That depends on the system. In this specification, a unit time sending time is
called a "frame".
[0022] For example, referring to FIG. 2, absolute value information A of the CQI of each RB is informed of at the timing
of the first frame and the timing of the fifth frame, and relative value information R in the time axis direction (hereinafter
called as time relative value information or a time relative value as an abbreviation) that is calculated by using the CQI
value in a frame immediately before the frame to which each RB belongs, as a reference, is informed at other timings.
According to this manner, if the number of RBs is eight, the absolute value information A of the CQI in each RB is five
bits and the relative value information R is one bit (information of either "1" or "0" for indicating whether one step size
increases or decreases), 40 bits of information is required at the timing of the first frame and at the timing of the fifth
frame, and eight bits of little information are sufficient at the timing of the other frames.
[0023] As shown in FIG. 2, the absolute value information A is preferably informed at a predetermined cycle. The
reason for that is: First, absolute value information is required for indicating a reference value of a relative value at
starting when it starts to inform the CQI. Second, if a receiving error in the relative value information occurs in a base
station, there is a gap between the CQI values that are respectively updated in a mobile station and the base station,
and the gap between the mobile station and the base station propagates. The gap between the CQI values at the mobile
station and the base station will be described with reference to the example shown in FIG. 3. FIG. 3 shows CQI values
at a mobile station and a base station at the times (frames) from t+1 to t+6 and time relative value information at the
mobile station and the base station at the times from t+2 to t+6. Here, "D" indicates the time relative value information
for decreasing the CQI value by one step size and "U" indicates the time relative value information for increasing the
CQI value by one step size. The CQI value at the time t+1 is 10 with the step size of one. In FIG. 3, a receiving error of
the time relative value information of the CQI value at the time t+3, which is calculated by using the CQI value at the
time t+2 as a reference, occurred. It causes a gap between the CQI value at the time t+3 in the base station and the
CQI value at the time t+3 in the mobile station, which propagates to the CQI values of the frames after the time t+4. In
FIG. 3, each frame with a gap in CQI values between the mobile station and the base station is shown with slanted lines.
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Periodically informing the absolute value information is effective in resetting such propagation of a gap.
[0024] In such a method, however, in a frame in which the absolute value information is informed, the number of bits
of information to be sent is much more than the frame in which the relative value information is informed. That leads to
a problem in that the wireless resources in the uplink channel are consumed. When fluctuation in time of CQI values is
high, the relative value information cannot follow the high fluctuation in time of CQI values, which widens an error between
the CQI value measured by the mobile station and the CQI value informed to the base station. That may lead to problems
in that neither correct scheduling nor adaptive modulation can be performed.
[0025] Therefore, the present invention reduces a usage rate of the wireless resources in the uplink channel by further
reducing the number of sending bits of the CQI value. Exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be detailed
below.
[0026] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a configuration of a system common to all the embodiments of the present invention.
The system includes a plurality of base stations 400 to 403 and a plurality of mobile stations 410 to 414 connecting to
each of the plurality of base stations. Each of the plurality of base stations multiplexes a pilot signal on a carrier of a
predetermined frequency, multiplies the result by a scrambling code unique to the base station and sends the multiplying
result for each frame. Here, it is assumed that a block of a predetermined number of frequency carriers is called as an
RB (Resource Block) and at least a pilot signal is multiplexed on 1RB as shown in FIG. 5. It is also assumed that a partial
band corresponding to one CQI value consists of one or more RBs. In the description below, it is assumed that a partial
band is 1RB.
[0027] The mobile station performs the packet transmission in the downlink channel by sending and receiving a control
channel in the uplink (UL)/the downlink (DL) channel and a data channel in the downlink channel with the base station
(BS), which is being connected. Each mobile station sends a signal (hereinafter referred to as a CQI) indicating a channel
quality of each RB based on the receiving quality of a pilot signal in the RB that is sent by the BS in the uplink control
channel. For the receiving quality, an interference power against a receiving power of the pilot signal (SIR) or a receiving
power level of the pilot signal may be used. In the description below, it is assumed that the CQI value is in an appropriate
sending form (such as a modulation method or a block size) decided based on the receiving SIR of the pilot signal. To
decide the CQI value based on the receiving quality is also expressed as measuring the CQI.
[0028] The CQI value as a sending form can be obtained in the manner below, for example. First, the mobile station
estimates a communication channel quality from a receiving power of a pilot signal. If the base station performs a
transmission at a provisional sending power with the estimated communication channel quality, the CQI measuring
section obtains a sending form for each RB such that a transport block error rate of a frame does not exceed a prede-
termined value as a CQI value.
[0029] Then, the provisional sending power can be calculated by a calculating method for adjusting the provisional
sending power with a certain pilot signal as a reference such as:

making the provisional sending power as the same as the power of a pilot signal included in an RB;

obtaining the provisional sending power by adding/subtracting the power of the pilot signal included in the RB to/from
a predetermined offset;

obtaining the provisional sending power by further adding/subtracting a predetermined reference adjustment offset
to/from the added/subtracted result of the power of the pilot signal included in the RB to/from the predetermined offset.

[0030] The provisional sending power may be calculated by multiplying the power of the pilot signal by a predetermined
factor instead of adding/subtracting the values as mentioned above. Here, the predetermined offset or the predetermined
reference adjustment offset may be given from outside via a network or obtained by referencing a table in the mobile
station.
[0031] Then, the base station schedules allocation of the wireless resources (RB and the like) for the mobile station
based on the informed CQI signal or the like. For example, a scheduler may perform scheduling such that each RB that
is used for sending data is preferentially allocated to a mobile station whose RB has the best channel quality among
mobile stations that are waiting for data to be sent. The base station sends the number of RBs to be allocated to each
mobile station, a data size, a signal relating to data sending form required for receiving process such as a modulation
method in a control signal in the downlink channel over a control channel. Thereafter, the base station sends data over
the data channel by using a data sending form specified after a predetermined time.
[0032] Here, a scheduling method by the mobile station in the embodiment of the present invention is not limited to
those described above. For example, a scheduler, a so-called proportional fairness, that improves fairness among mobile
stations by preferentially selecting a mobile station with the best instantaneous receiving quality against the average
receiving quality in each RB, may be used.
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<First Exemplary Embodiment>

[0033] In the first exemplary embodiment, CQI signals based on the absolute value information of the CQI value of a
reference RB and the relative value information in a frequency direction of the other RBs are informed (hereinafter
referred to frequency relative value information or a frequency relative value as an abbreviation) by basically informing
a CQI signal based on time relative value information in a predetermined cycle. As described with reference to FIG. 3,
when a receiving error occurs in a certain frame at the base station in the case where a CQI signal based on time relative
value information is used, a gap between the CQI values at the mobile station and the base station propagates in the
frames thereafter. Then, in the embodiment, the absolute value information of the CQI value in the reference RB and
the frequency relative value information of the other RBs are informed to reset such a gap in a predetermined cycle.
[0034] FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an operational principle of the embodiment of the present invention. As in FIG. 2,
A indicates the absolute value information and R indicates the relative value information. The relative value information
R is divided into the time relative value information in the time axis direction and the frequency relative value information
in the frequency axis direction. In FIG. 6, the CQI value of the reference RB is expressed as the absolute value information
A at the timing of the first frame and at the timing of the fifth frame that are for resetting a gap between the CQI values
at the mobile station and the base station. Also in FIG. 6, the frequency relative value R is made by using a difference
between the CQI values in the direction of higher or lower frequency in order with the reference RB being a reference.
Hereinafter, representation of the CQI value by the absolute value information at the reference RB and the relative value
information in the frequency axis direction at the other RB at the timing of the first frame and at the timing of the fifth
frame is called the frequency relative value notation. At the timings of the other frames, the time relative value R is made
by using a difference between the CQI values in the same RB at times before and after (different times). Hereinafter,
representation of the CQI value by the time relative value at the timings of the frames is called as the time relative value
notation.
[0035] For example, also in the embodiment, if the absolute value information A is five bits and the relative value
information R is one bit, the amount of information on the CQI value at the timing of the first frame and the timing of the
fifth frame that are for resetting a gap between the CQI values is 12 bits as shown in the figure. That is less than in the
case shown in FIG. 2.
[0036] Configurations of the mobile station and the base station of the first exemplary embodiment are shown in FIG.
7 and FIG. 8, respectively. As shown in FIG. 7, the mobile station includes a CQI measuring section 601 for measuring
a CQI value of each RB, an MS (Mobile Station)-CQI value recording section 602 for recording the measured CQI value
and a previous CQI value for calculating the time relative value information R, a reference RB deciding section 603 for
deciding a reference RB (the RB corresponding to the absolute value information A in FIG. 6) required for calculating
the frequency relative value R, a relative value calculating section 604 for calculating the time relative value information
and the frequency relative value information, and a CQI information generating section 608 for generating CQI information
that is sent to the base station by using the calculation information calculated by the relative value calculating section
604. It is assumed that each section in FIG. 7 is operating in frame synchronization with each other in frames by control
means (not shown).
[0037] The relative value calculating section 604 includes a time relative value calculating section 605 for calculating
the time relative value information, a frequency relative value calculating section 607 for calculating the frequency relative
value information, and a deciding section 606 for deciding which of the time relative value calculating section 605 and
the frequency relative value calculating section 607 is to calculate the relative value information. The frequency relative
value calculating section 607 calculates the frequency relative value information by using the reference RB decided by
the reference RB deciding section 603 and the measurement by the CQI measuring section 601, sends the result to the
CQI information generating section 608 and further records a restored value obtained in the calculating process to the
MS-CQI value recording section 602. The time relative value calculating section 605 calculates the time relative value
information by using the current measurement by the CQI measuring section 601 and a previous restored value recorded
in the MS-CQI value recording section 602 (to be detailed later), sends the result to the CQI information generating
section 608 and further records a restored value obtained in the calculating process to the MS-CQI value recording
section 602. The CQI information generating section 608 changes the relative value information received from the time
relative value calculating section 605 or the frequency relative value calculating section 607 into a format to be described
later and sends it to a control signal sending section (not shown).
[0038] As shown in FIG. 8, the base station includes a CQI receiving section 701 for receiving the CQI information
obtained by a control signal receiving section (not shown) that is for receiving a control signal from a mobile station, a
CQI restoring section 702 for restoring a CQI value of each RB based on the received information and sending it out to
the scheduler/adaptive modulation section (not shown), and a BS (Base Station)-CQI value recording section 703 that
records a restored value required for restoring a CQI value of the time relative value information (to be described later)
to be read out in future. As the other functions are the same as those of conventional mobile station and base station,
they are omitted from the description.
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[0039] First, operations of a mobile station will be described with reference to the flowchart of FIG. 9. The mobile
station obtains a CQI by measuring a receiving quality of a pilot signal at the CQI measuring section 601 and obtains
the CQI value for each RB (step S801).
[0040] The deciding section 606 included in the relative value calculating section 604 decides which of the time relative
value notation and the frequency relative value notation is to be used for each frame (step S802). In the embodiment,
the frequency relative value notation is used for each of a predetermined number of N frames and the time relative value
notation is used for the other frames as the deciding method, for example. That is, in the frame of the frame number j,
if mod (j, N)=0, the frequency relative value notation is decided to be used (YES at step S803), and
if mod (j, N)>0, the time relative value notation is decided to be used (NO at step S803).
[0041] The scope of the present invention is not limited to that, however, and the frequency relative value notation is
used with appropriate time intervals according to a predetermined rule and the time relative value notation is used in
the other frames. It is assumed that the predetermined number N and the predetermined rule are previously known such
as by being given to the base station via a network.
[0042] If the deciding section 606 decided to use the time relative value notation in a frame by the abovementioned
method, the time relative value information of each of the RB is calculated in the time relative value calculating section
605, the calculated result is sent to the CQI information generating section 608 and the restored value is further recorded
in the MS-CQI value recording section 602 (step S804). If it is decided to use the frequency relative value notation in a
frame, the frequency relative value information other than the reference RB is calculated in the frequency relative value
calculating section 607, the calculated result is sent to the CQI information generating section 608 with the CQI value
of the reference RB and the restored value is further recorded in the MS-CQI value recording section 602 (step S805).
The CQI information generating section 608 generates the CQI signal by using the format 1 shown in FIG. 10 in the
case of the time relative value information or the format 2 shown in FIG. 11 in the case of the frequency relative value
information (steps S806/807), and sends it to a control signal sending section (not shown) (step S808).
[0043] The format 1 in FIG. 10 consists of the time relative value information (R in the RB in each of the frames 2, 3,
4 and 6 in FIG. 6) and step size information. The format 2 in FIG. 11 consists of the CQI value of the reference RB (A
of the frames 1 and 5 in FIG. 6), the frequency relative value information (R in the RB in either the frame 1 or 5 in FIG.
6) and step size information for increasing or decreasing the CQI value. Specific examples of each type of the information
will be described later. Here, the time relative value information and the frequency relative value information are recorded
in the ascending order of the RB number k. The frequency relative value information does not include the relative value
information of the reference RB.
[0044] A corresponding table of a plurality of step sizes and numbers is prepared in each of the mobile station and
the base station, and the mobile station may inform the base station of the number of the selected step size as the step
size information. The format shown here is merely an example, and the information may be sent in a different signal format.
[0045] A calculating method of the time relative value information R at step S804 and a generating method of the CQI
information using the information will be described in detail below with reference to FIG. 12. The time relative value
calculating section 605 in FIG. 7 performs the operations below. First, it sets the RB number k as k=1 (step S901). It
compares the CQI value of the RB with the CQI value, which is a previous restored value recorded in the MS-CQI value
recording section 602 (step S902). If the CQI(k; t) represents the CQI value at the time (frame) t of the RB number k,
the time relative value RelativeCQI(k) (k is an integer representing 1 to K and K is the total number of RBs) is calculated
by the formula below (step S903 or 904). In such a case where the CQI value (CQI(k; t-1)), which is the previous restored
value, is not recorded, it can use a previously defined default value. 

[0046] Here, inequality signs in formulae (1) and (2) may be ≥ in the formula (1) and < in the formula (2) (that will be
the same in the description below).
[0047] For the calculation in the next RB, it adds the RB number k (step S905). If k is more than K, which is the total
number of RBs (NO at step S906), it returns to step S902 and repeats the steps until calculation is done for all the RBs
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(steps S902 to S906).
[0048] Next, it calculates the restored value ReCQI(k; i) by using the compared result and the step size S and decides
the step size. First, it sets the variable i for selecting the step size S to one (step S907) and makes the first step size S
as ai (step S908). Then, it sets the RB number k as k=1 (step S909) and performs the calculations below. 

[0049] For the calculation in the next RB, it adds the RB number k (step S913), and repeats the steps until calculation
is done for all the RBs (steps S910 to S914).
[0050] Here, I is an integer, but I may be an integer of two or more and a plurality of step sizes S may be prepared.
In such a case, it calculates a restored value for each step size by adding the step size number i (step S915) and
performing the steps S908 to S916. Then it selects the step size with the least error with the CQI value, which is
determined as the restored value ReCQI(k; i) for each of the calculated step size (step S917). As a method for selecting
the step size, a method for calculating an optimal value in a least square approximation and selecting the step size
closest to the value is known. For a method for calculating an error, the sum of absolute values of errors among all the
RBs may be used. Alternatively, the error of the RB with the biggest measured CQI may be used. Or, the sum of errors
of the RBs of the upper level M (M is an integer of one or more) may be used. Then, it records the restored value ReCQI
(k;i0) that is calculated with the step size (i=i0) with the least error as the CQI(k;t) (k=1, ..., K) in the MS-CQI value
recording section 602 (step S918). Then it informs the CQI information generating section 608 of the time relative value
information RelativeCQI(k, i0) (k=1, ..., K) and the selected step size ai0. The CQI information generating section 608
generates the sending format 1 shown in FIG. 10 based on the informed information.
[0051] Although the compared result is indicated by two levels of large or small as represented by one bit notation in
the embodiment, it may be indicated by four levels as represented by two bit notation. For example, it may calculate an
error Err between the CQI value at the time t and the CQI value at the time(t-1) added with different step sizes of four
levels in the manner to be described below, where the step size is S, and send the two bit notation indicating the step
size with the least error. 

[0052] If Err(k;"01") is the least among the four values above, "01" is sent as the CQI information and the restored
value is calculated by CQI(k;t)=CQI(k;t-1)-33S.
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[0053] FIG. 13 shows calculating operations in the mobile station described above at steps S903 and S904 and at
steps S912 and S913 shown in FIG. 12. Here, it shows a case where the step size S is two. For each RB, the time
relative value information is calculated as one if the CQI value at the time t is larger than the previous restored value
(recorded value) in FIG. 13, and it is calculated as zero, if the value is smaller (step S903 or S904). A restored value of
each RB is calculated by adding the step size to the previous restored value if the relative value information is one, and
by subtracting the step size from the previous restored value, if the relative value information is zero (steps S912 and
S913). For the step size, the step size with an error of the restored value closest to the present measured value is
selected as mentioned above. The relative value information and the step size information obtained in the manner are
generated as the abovementioned format 1. The present embodiment merely shows an example and various modifica-
tions can be made.
[0054] Now, a method for calculating the frequency relative value information R at step S805 in FIG. 9 and a method
for generating CQI information using the information will be described with reference to FIG. 14. The frequency relative
value calculating section 607 performs operations below. First, the frequency relative value calculating section 607 sets
a variable i for selecting the step size S to one (step S1001) and makes the first step size S as ai (step S1002). Then,
the reference RB deciding section 603 decides the reference RB number k0 by a predetermined rule, and sets k0-1 to
the RB number k (step S1003). As a method for deciding the number k0 of the reference RB, it only needs to decide an
initial value by using the frame number and go round all the RBs in the order of the number starting from the RB. As
another method, a method using an RB number that is informed in advance or a method using the RB number of the
maximum value, the minimum value or the intermediate value is also known. The RB number may be decided in advance
according to the system. RelativeCQI(k, i) is the time relative value information RelativeCQI(k) for the step size ai.
[0055] For the RB number k that is smaller than the reference RB number k0 (YES at step S1004), the frequency
relative value calculating section 607 decides the frequency relative value information based on whether the CQI value
of the RB number k is larger or smaller than the restored value of the adjacent RB number (k+1). If the CQI value of the
RB number k is larger than the adjacent RB number (k+1), the frequency relative value information for the RB number
k is decided as one; and if the CQI value of the RB number k is smaller than the adjacent RB number (k+1), it is decided
as zero. The frequency relative calculating section 607 calculates a reference value of each RB by adding the step size
to the restored value of the RB number (k+1), if the relative value information is one; and by subtracting the step size
from the restored value of the RB number (k+1), if the relative value information is zero (steps S1006, S 1007 and S 1008).
[0056] For the RB number k that is larger than the reference RB number k0 (NO at step S1004), the frequency relative
calculating section 607 decides the frequency relative value information based on whether the CQI value of the RB
number k is larger or smaller than the restored value of the adjacent small RB number (k-1). If the CQI value of the RB
number k is larger than the adjacent RB number (k-1), the frequency relative value information for the RB number k is
decided as one; and if the CQI value of the RB number k is smaller than the adjacent RB number (k-1), it is decided as
zero. The frequency relative calculating section 607 calculates a restored value of each RB by adding the step size to
the restored value of the RB number (k-1), if the relative value information is one; and by subtracting the step size from
the restored value of the RB number (k-1), if the relative value information is zero (steps S1012, S1013 and S1014).
[0057] It repeats the abovementioned process until i becomes a predetermined value I, which is decided in advance
(NO at steps S1015 and S1016). When i becomes I or more (YES at step S1016), it performs step size selection. In
such a case, it selects the step size with the least error between the restored value obtained for each step size and the
measured CQI value (step S1017).
[0058] As a method for selecting the step size, a method for calculating an optimal value in a least square approximation
and selecting the step size closest to the value is known. For a method for calculating an error, the sum of absolute
values of errors of all the RBs may be used. Alternatively, the sum of errors of the RBs with the largest measured CQI
value may be used. The MS-CQI recording section 602 records the restored value ReCQI(k; i0) that is calculated with
the step size with the least error (i=i0) as the CQI(k; t-1) (step S1018). It informs the CQI information generating section
608 of the step size that is selected as the frequency relative value information RelativeCQI(k, i0) and the CQI value
CQI0 of the reference RB. Then, in the CQI information generating section 608, the sending format 2 shown in FIG. 11
is generated.
[0059] The CQI based on the format generated in the abovementioned manner is transmitted. The numbers of bits
required for transmitting are exemplified below:
[0060] For a system with the transmitting band of 5 MHz and the number of RBs being 12, the time relative value
information is 12 bits and the frequency relative value information is 16 bits.
[0061] For a system with the transmitting band of 10 MHz and the number of RBs being 24, the time relative value
information is 24 bits and the frequency relative value information is 28 bits.
[0062] For a system with the transmitting band of 20 MHz and the number of RBs being 48, the time relative value
information is 48 bits and the frequency relative value information is 52 bits.
[0063] The number of bits required for the step size information depends on the number of the prepared step sizes.
Therefore, the number of the total bits of the format 1 or the format 2 is the abovementioned number of the bits added
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with the number of bits required for describing the step size.
[0064] Another method for calculating the relative value RelativeCQI(k, i) and the restored value ReCQI(k, i) will be
described below. According to the method, the relative value RelativeCQI(k, i) in the RB number k is calculated by setting
the step size to S and the restored value ReCQI(k0, i) for the reference RB number k 0 to the measured value CQI0. 

[0065] Here, Err (k; "1") and Err (k; "0") represent errors obtained by the next formulae, with "1" indicating the case
where only the step size is added and "0" indicating the case where only the step size is subtracted. 

[0066] The restored value ReCQI(k) of the RB is calculated in the manner below by using the decided relative value
information. 
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[0067] Although the compared result is indicated by two levels of big or small as represented by one bit notation in
the calculation above, it may be indicated by four levels as represented by two bit notation. The calculation is performed
as below. 
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[0068] If Err(k; "01") is the least among the four values, "01" is sent as the CQI information and the restored value is
calculated as CQI(k)=ReCQI(k-1, i)+S.
[0069] FIG. 15 shows an example of calculating operations of the frequency relative value information in the mobile
station with the step size being 2. Referring to FIG. 15, the mobile station selects the reference RB, obtains two candidates
for the restored value by increasing or decreasing the step size for each adjacent band in directions of higher and lower
frequency by using the reference RB, and generates the relative value information of the restored value, which indicates
the candidate for the restored value closest to the measured CQI value is which of the candidates for the restored value
with the step size increased or decreased, as the frequency relative value information (bit map). Then, it obtains the
restored value by using the relative value information for each of a plurality of step sizes and selects the step size with
the restored value closest to the measured value. It informs the base station of the selected step size information, the
CQI value of the reference RB, and the relative value information (bit map) of the restored value by the format 2 in FIG.
11. As the present embodiment is merely an example, it is a matter of course that various modifications can be made.
[0070] Now, operations of the base station will be described with reference to the flowchart in FIG. 16. The base station
detects a format of the CQI signal that is informed in the frame at the CQI receiving section 701. That is, in the frame of
the frame number j,
[0071] If mod (j, N)=0, the format is the format 2 (the frequency relative value information).
[0072] If mod (j, N)>0, the format is the format 1 (the time relative value information) (step S1301). Then, the relative
value information according to each format and the step size S, and for the frequency relative value information, the
CQI values of the reference RB and the like are retrieved. Then, in the CQI restoring section 702, a new CQI value in
each RB is calculated (steps S1303 and S1304). The CQI value obtained by the calculation is recorded in the BS-CQI
value recording section 703 (step S 1305), while output to the scheduler/ adaptive modulation section (step S1306).
[0073] FIG. 17 shows a method for obtaining a restored value from the time relative value information at step S 1303.
The CQI restoring section 702 calculates the new CQI value, in the same calculating method as that used in the mobile
station, based on the previous restored value recorded in the BS-CQI recording section 703, the informed step size,
and the time relative value for each RB retrieved at the CQI receiving section 701 and obtains the restored value.
[0074] That is, a calculation is performed as follows: 

[0075] The new restored value obtained in such a manner is recorded in the BS-CQI recording section 703 to be used
in calculating the next restored value.
[0076] The restoring method shown above is a method for a case where the time relative value information is repre-
sented by one bit notation. The same calculation as the exemplary calculation in the mobile station is used in the base
station in the case of two bit notation.
[0077] FIG. 18 shows a method for obtaining a restored value from the frequency relative value information at step
S1304. A restored value is obtained by increasing or decreasing the step size according to the relative value for the CQI
value of the adjacent RB in the higher or lower direction from the reference RB in order by using the CQI value of the
reference RB, the frequency relative value information and the step size information informed from the mobile station.
[0078] That is, the calculations below are performed: 
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[0079] Although the abovementioned restoring method is a method in the case where the time relative value information
is represented by one bit notation, the same calculation as the exemplary calculation of the mobile station is performed
at the base station in the case of the two bit notation.
[0080] As mentioned above, in the first embodiment, the CQI signal information based on the time relative value
notation is basically used, and the CQI signal information based on the frequency relative value notation is used in a
predetermined cycle. By using the CQI signal based on the time relative value notation, the number of bits of the CQI
signal can be reduced. Accordingly, it may have an advantage in reducing overhead in the uplink channel, increasing
the throughput and the capacity in the uplink channel and reducing delay time. If a receiving error in a certain frame
occurs at the base station in the case where the CQI signal based on the time relative value is used, a gap between the
CQI values at the mobile station and the base station propagates to the frame thereafter. Then, in the embodiment, the
gap is reset by using the frequency reference value notation, in a predetermined cycle, which informs the absolute value
of the CQI value of the reference RB and the frequency relative value. Therefore, the gap is prevented from propagating
by the reset.
[0081] As the reset is performed by using the CQI value of the reference RB and a relative value for the CQI value in
the frequency direction, the number of bits of the CQI signal for resetting the gap between the CQI values at the mobile
station and the base station is also reduced. Accordingly, it may have an advantage in reducing overhead in the uplink
channel, increasing the throughput and the capacity in the uplink channel and reducing the delay time. For the reset,
absolute values of the CQI values of all the RBs may be informed.

<Second Exemplary Embodiment>

[0082] The second exemplary embodiment will be described below. In the first embodiment, the time relative value is
basically informed and the frequency relative value is informed to the base station in a predetermined cycle in order to
correct a gap due to a receiving error at the base station. The second embodiment differs from the first embodiment in
that relative value information on each of the time relative value and the frequency relative value is calculated at each
frame and the relative value information of either the time relative value or the frequency relative value with a smaller
error relative to the actual measurement is informed to the base station.
[0083] Since fluctuation of channel quality is influenced by a speed of the mobile station, geographic features and
buildings in the place where the mobile station is present, the distance between the mobile station and the base station,
and the like, it is differs for each mobile station. The fluctuations of channel quality in the frequency direction and in the
time direction are caused by different factors. Therefore, the direction with a smaller fluctuation of channel quality differs
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for each mobile station and also changes as the mobile station moves. For example, the channel quality in the mobile
station moving fast has a high fading fluctuation cycle so that a time fluctuation of channel quality is rapid. Therefore, if
such a mobile station only uses the CQI information using the time relative value information, it cannot follow time
fluctuation and an error between the measured CQI and the informed CQI, is increased.
[0084] Then in the embodiment, both the time relative value and the frequency relative value are calculated for each
mobile station so that the relative value information more suitable for the mobile station can be used, and the mobile
station selects the relative value with a smaller error with the measured CQI value and informs the selected relative
value. That enables the mobile station to perform information suitable for each environment. As a result, accuracy in
informing the CQI is increased as the entire system.
[0085] As the configurations of the mobile station and the base station in the second embodiment are the same as
those in the first embodiment, they will be omitted from the description. As a method for calculating the time relative
value and the frequency relative value has been described in the first embodiment, it will be omitted from the description.
[0086] FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing operations of the present embodiment. The relative value calculating section
604 in the mobile station of the second embodiment calculates the time relative value information and the frequency
relative value information for each frame (steps S1402 and S1403). The deciding section 606 calculates an error between
the actual measurement of the CQI and a restored value based on each relative value information (step S1404). Here,
the method for calculating the error may use the sum of the absolute values of errors (the error between the measured
value and the restored value) of all RBs. Alternatively, the error of the RB with the biggest measured CQI may be used.
Moreover, the total of the upper M errors (M is an integer of one or more) may be used.
[0087] The deciding section 606 calculates an error for each of the cases where the frequency relative value information
is used and where the time relative value information is used, decides the relative value information of the case with a
smaller error as the CQI signal to be sent in the frame, and sends the decided relative value information to the CQI
information generating section 608. The CQI information generating section 608 generates the CQI signal according to
the format corresponding to the received relative value information (steps S 1405 and S1406).
[0088] Here, the format of each of the time relative value information and the frequency relative value information
includes a flag indicating whether it is the time relative value information or the frequency relative value information in
addition to information included in the format 1 and the format 2 of the first exemplary embodiment described above,
like the format 3 and the format 4 in FIG. 20 and FIG. 21, respectively. The generated CQI signal is sent to the control
signal sending section (step S 1407). The flag is not limited to the one bit notation and may be sent separately without
being included in the format 3 or 4.
[0089] FIG. 22 is a diagram for illustrating an operational principal of the present embodiment. As in FIGS. 2 and 6,
A indicates the absolute value information, R indicates the relative value information. The relative value information R
includes the time relative value information in the time axis direction and the frequency relative value information in the
frequency axis direction. In FIG. 22, at the timing of the first frame and the fifth frame, in order to reset a gap between
the CQI values in the mobile station and the base station, the CQI value of the reference RB is represented as the
absolute value information A, and the frequency relative value information R is made by using differences between the
CQI values in the higher and lower direction of the frequency in order with the reference RB as a reference. For the
other frames, the error is calculated for each of the cases where the frequency relative value information is used and
where the time relative value information is used, the CQI information is generated by using the relative value information
with a smaller error and the CQI information is informed to the base station.
[0090] As described in the first exemplary embodiment, if a receiving error occurs in a certain frame at the base station
and a gap occurs between the CQI values in the base station and the mobile station when the time relative value
information is used, that gap will be taken over in frames thereafter as long as the time relative value information is
correctly received in the base station. In order to solve the problem, the present embodiment is adapted to reset the gap
by sending the frequency relative value information in a predetermined cycle in spite of the degree of errors of the
frequency relative value information and the time relative value information. The cycle for resetting the gap need not to
be constant and the gap may be reset at a predetermined frame timing. When the gap is reset, the measured CQI values
of all RBs may be informed by using the absolute value information.
[0091] As mentioned above, in the second exemplary embodiment, the time relative value information and the frequency
relative value information are calculated for each frame, and the relative value information with smaller error relative to
the restored value based on the measured value and each of the relative value information is informed. Accordingly, in
addition to the advantages described in the first embodiment, the present embodiment can inform the more suitable
information according to the conditions of the wireless propagation channel between each of the mobile station and the
base station.
[0092] Therefore, the mobile station that moves fast with rapid time fluctuation of the channel quality informs the
frequency relative value information more frequently than the time relative value information so that an error between
the restored value and the measured value can be reduced. The present invention can reduce a difference between the
measured value and the restored value of the CQI signal like this. Therefore, the present invention has advantages of
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improving accuracy of the scheduling effect and the adaptive modulation in the base station, improving the throughput
of the downlink channel transmission and reducing the packet sending delay.

<Third Exemplary Embodiment>

[0093] The third exemplary embodiment of the present invention will be described below. In the second exemplary
embodiment, the relative value information of each of the time relative value and the frequency relative value is calculated
for each frame and the relative value information with a smaller error relative to the actual measurement is informed.
The third exemplary embodiment differs from the second exemplary embodiment in that the time relative value information
and the absolute value information represented by the smaller number of bits with rougher quantization level are calculated
and the information with a smaller error relative to the actual measurement is informed.
[0094] For example, it is assumed that the number of RBs is eight, the relative value information is one bit, and the
quantization level in A/D (analog/digital) conversion is made rougher than the level (represented by five bits) defined by
the system, to make the absolute value information two bits. Then, the time relative value information can represent the
CQI information of eight RBs by 8 bits (= 1 bit x 8 RBs). In contrast, when the absolute value information with the rougher
quantization level is used, 2 bits x 8=16 bits are required for representing the CQI information of eight RBs to increase
the number of bits required for the relative value information. In the latter case, however, the number of bits required
can be less than the number of pieces of the CQI information for representing all RBs in five bits.
[0095] As described in the second embodiment, fluctuation of the channel quality differs for each mobile station. Thus,
there are cases with a small channel fluctuation and a large channel fluctuation. In the case of the larger channel
fluctuation, the relative value information cannot follow the actual quality to increase an error. In such a case, it is
preferable to use the absolute value information. On the other hand, in the case of the smaller channel fluctuation, the
relative value information can ensure enough quality, further decreasing the number of bits required than the absolute
value information. In such a case, it is preferable to use the relative value information.
[0096] Then, in the present embodiment, both of the time relative value information and the absolute value information
are calculated for enabling an informing method suitable for each mobile station to be used so that the mobile station
can select the information with a smaller error relative to the measured CQI value and inform the information. That makes
the mobile station perform suitable information according to each environment and accuracy of CQI information as the
entire of the system is improved.
[0097] FIG. 23 is a functional block diagram of a mobile station in the present embodiment. The same parts as those
in FIG. 7 are denoted by the same reference numerals. In FIG. 23, a CQI measuring section 601 measures the CQI
value of each RB, and an MS-CQI value recording section 602 records the measured CQI value and the previous CQI
value for calculating the time relative value information R. A calculating section 609 includes the time relative value
calculating section 605 for calculating the time relative value information, an absolute value quantizing section 610 for
performing absolute value quantization on the measured CQI value, and the deciding section 606 for outputting the
calculated result with a smaller error relative to the actual measurement from the calculated results from the time relative
value calculating section 605 and the absolute value quantizing section 610. The CQI information generating section
608 for generating information to be sent to the base station by using the information selected by the deciding section
606 is also included in the figure. The deciding section 606 selects the information with a smaller error relative to the
measured CQI value from the time relative value information and the absolute value information calculated by the time
relative value calculating section 605 and the absolute value quantizing section 610, and informs the information to the
CQI information generating section 608. If the selected information is the time relative value information, the deciding
section 606 records the decided restored value in the MS-CQI value recording section 602. If the selected information
is the absolute value, it records the absolute value in the MS-CQI value recording section 602. As the configuration of
the base station of the present embodiment is the same as that of the first embodiment, it will be omitted from the
description.
[0098] FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing operations of the present embodiment. By using the measured CQI value for
each RB by the CQI measuring section 601 (step S1801), the time relative value information is calculated in the time
relative value calculating section 605 (step S1802), and the absolute value quantization is performed in the quantizing
section 610 (step S 1803). In the absolute value quantizing section 610, the absolute value information is represented
by two bits, for example, by making it rougher than five bits which are the quantization bits defined in the system.
[0099] Then, in the deciding section 606, an error between the actual measured CQI value and the time relative value
information is calculated (step S1804) and an error between the actual measured CQI value and the result quantizing
the absolute value (referred to as absolute value quantized result) is calculated (step S1805). The CQI signal is generated
based on the result with a smaller error (steps S 1806 to 1808) and sent to the control signal sending section (step S 1809).
[0100] Assuming that the number of information bits for 1 RB after quantization is two bits, the CQI value can be
informed by four kinds from 0 to 3 in two bit notation in the embodiment. It is assumed that each of the mobile station
and the base station keep a quantizing table shown in FIG. 25 in advance, as an example. In this table, the modulation
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method which is a suitable sending form calculated based on the SIR of the pilot signal, a block size, and a power offset
are used as an indicator of the CQI value as mentioned above. If the CQI value is 1, 4, 7 or 10, it will be "0(00)", "1(01)",
"2(10)" and "3(11)" in two bit notations, respectively.
[0101] The absolute value quantizing section 610 in the mobile station selects the CQI value corresponding to the
quality value closest to the quality information of each RB that is sent from the CQI measuring section among the CQI
values in the quantizing table shown in FIG. 25 and makes the CQI value as the CQI value of the RB. Here, it is assumed
that the CQI value to be selected is that with the smallest error relative to the measured value, however, the embodiment
of the present invention is not limited to that and may select that closest to the measured value among the quality values
smaller than the measured value.
[0102] As described in the second embodiment, the deciding section 606 in the mobile station receives the time relative
value information and the quantized absolute value information for each frame, calculates an error relative to each
measured value, and decides to use the informing method with a smaller error in the frame. As the deciding method
and the processing thereafter are the same as those of the second embodiment, they will be omitted from the description.
[0103] As described in the first embodiment, if a receiving error occurs in a certain frame at the base station and a
gap occurs between the CQI values in the base station and the mobile station when the time relative value information
is used, that gap will be taken over in frames thereafter as long as the relative value information is correctly received in
the base station. In order to solve the problem, in the present embodiment, the absolute value information may be sent
in a predetermined cycle in spite of the degree of errors of the absolute value information and the relative value information.
[0104] Although it is assumed that the relative value information is one bit and the absolute value information is two
bits here, the scope of the present invention is not limited to this and any number of bits may be set. For example, both
the relative value information and the absolute value information are set two bits. In this case, as the total number of
bits of both kinds of information is the same, there is an advantage that the format of the control signal fields can be
unified. In such a case, there is no advantage in reducing the number of bits by using the relative value information,
though, using of the relative value information makes information more accurate when the time fluctuation is small by
setting the step size of the relative value to smaller than the granularity that can be informed in the absolute value
information.
[0105] As mentioned above, in the third embodiment, the time relative value information and the quantized absolute
value information are calculated for each frame, and the information with smaller error relative to the restored value
based on the measured value and each piece of the relative value information is informed. Accordingly, in addition to
the advantages described in the first embodiment, the present embodiment can inform the more suitable information
according to the conditions of the wireless propagation channel between each of the mobile station and the base station.
Therefore, the mobile station that moves fast with rapid time fluctuation of the channel quality informs the quantized
absolute value information more frequently so that an error between the restored value and the measured value can be
reduced. If the mobile station moves slowly, the number of information bits can be reduced by using the time relative
value information or the reduced information bit space can be used for sending another signal.
[0106] According to the present invention, the number of information bits to be used is reduced and a difference
between the measured value and the restored value of the CQI signal can be decreased than in the case where the
quantized absolute value information is always performed. By this, accuracy of the scheduling effect and the adaptive
modulation in the base station can be improved, and the throughput of the downlink channel transmission is also improved
and the packet sending delay is reduced.
[0107] Although the time relative value information and the quantized absolute value information are calculated for
each frame and the information with a smaller error relative to the restored value based on the measured value and
each piece of information is informed in the embodiment, the invention may be adapted to inform the quantized absolute
value information at periodical frame timings and inform the time relative value information at the other frame timings.
The cycle for informing the quantized absolute value information may be flexible (changeable).

<Fourth Exemplary Embodiment>

[0108] In the third embodiment, the information with a smaller error relative to the actual measurement in the time
relative value information (for example, one bit) and the absolute value information, which is represented by the smaller
number of bits (for example, two bits) with rougher quantization level, is informed. The fourth exemplary embodiment is
different from the third embodiment in that the absolute value information is divided into two or more frames and sent.
For example, in the fourth embodiment, the absolute value information is divided into two frames and sent. The purpose
is to make the numbers of bits in the absolute value information and the relative value information the same. If the
numbers of bits are the same, the kinds of information can be unified in the same transmission form (a coding rate or a
modulation method) for simplifying the implementation. The number of bits of the absolute value information and the
number of frames to be divided are not limited to two, and the absolute value information bigger than two bits may be
divided into more than two frames and sent.
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[0109] FIG. 26 is a diagram for illustrating a method for informing the CQI value in the fourth embodiment. The block
diagram of the base station is the same as that of the third embodiment shown in FIG. 23. As shown in FIG. 26, RB1 to
RB8 are divided into two groups of the group RB1 to RB4 and the group RB5 to RB8. The absolute value information
RAs (Rough Absolute) of the first group are sent in the nth frame and the absolute value information RAs of the second
group are sent in the next n+ 1th frame. Accordingly, when RA of each RB is two bits and R is one bit, the number of
sending bits is eight bits in all frames. As a result, the numbers of bits of the absolute value information RA and the
relative value information R may be the same.
[0110] In the CQI information generating section 608 in FIG. 23, the absolute value information RA is divided into two
groups and sent as mentioned above. Although FIG. 26 shows a case where the time relative value information R is
sent in the n+2th frame to the n+4th frame, the present invention is not limited to that. As the configuration of the base
station is the same as that in the abovementioned embodiment, it will be omitted from the description. The embodiment
shown in FIG. 26 can also be applied to the case where the absolute value information A and the relative value information
R described in FIG. 2 are sent.
[0111] As a modification of the fourth embodiment, the case shown in FIG. 27 may be considered. In the example
shown in FIG. 26, when the absolute value information RA is divided into two frames and sent, RBs are divided into two
groups and RA of one group is sent in one frame. In the embodiment, RA of two bits for 1RB is divided into the group
of the first bit and the group of the second bit as shown in FIG. 27, and RA of two bits for each RB is sent by one bit for
each frame. When a certain RB is "01", "0" and "1" are sent by the frame number n and n+1, respectively.
[0112] A method for setting information bit by informing whether the first bit of RA of two bits is larger or smaller than
the half of the CQI value so that the second bit can finally identify any one of the four bits can be considered. That is,
when it is represented as CQI0 and CQI1 in the CQI representation of two bits, the first bit is considered as "0", and
when it is represented as CQI2 and CQI3, the first bit is considered as "1". That enables the base station to obtain
information on whether the CQI is larger than the half or not when the base station receives the frame number n.
Therefore, the base station can perform control until the acquisition of the frame number n+1 by using the intermediate
value between the CQI0 and CQI1 or the CQI2 and the CQI3 as a channel quality of the RB. The example shown in
FIG. 27 can be applied when the absolute value information is sent in the case described in FIG. 2 in which the absolute
value information A and the relative value information R are sent.
[0113] As a modification of the fourth embodiment, the case below can be considered. A plurality of sets of CQI values
in two bit notation are prepared so that a suitable set can be selected based on an average channel quality of each
mobile station. Accordingly, as the range informed in two bits notation become thinner, an error due to quantization is
also reduced. That enables more accurate information to be performed.
[0114] That is, if the number of CQI values are large, a range for informing by the CQI value in two bit notation is
specified in advance. For example, two sets of CQI values in two bits notation is prepared for the high CQI range and
the low CQI range. A set to be used among the two sets may be decided in such a method as the mobile station measures
the receiving quality of the pilot signal in the downlink channel, and if the measured quality is at the predetermined
threshold or higher, it is decided to use the set for the high CQI range, and if the measured quality is lower than the
threshold, it is decided to use the set for the low CQI range.
[0115] The mobile station performs the decision and informs the result to the base station by using the control signal
in the uplink channel before measuring the CQI. The mobile station may inform the measurement of the receiving quality
of the pilot signal to the base station, and the base station may decide whether the set for the high range or the set for
the low range is used, and inform the decision to the mobile station. Even after the CQI information started, the mobile
station may measure the receiving quality of the downlink pilot signal in a predetermined cycle and update the CQI
information range based on the measurement. This example can be applied to sending the absolute value information
in the case described in FIG. 2 in which the absolute value information A and the relative value information R are sent.
[0116] Although the mobile station informs the CQI value at each frame in the abovementioned first to the fourth
exemplary embodiments, the scope of the present invention is not limited to this. That is, the mobile station may decide
a frame for which the CQI value is informed based on a predetermined cycle or predetermined conditions. The step size
information in the sending format to the base station is not necessarily needed. For example the step size may be decided
as one. In such a case, the amount of information is further reduced by the number of bits corresponding to the step
size information. The mobile station may inform the CQI values for all RBs included in the system band, or may inform
the CQI values for only a particular RBs, such as a set of RBs previously specified from the base station by using the
control signal in the downlink channel. It is apparent that the operations in the abovementioned embodiments may be
adapted to be stored on a recording medium such as a ROM with the operational procedures as programs to be read
and executed by a computer.
[0117] According to the present invention, the usage rate of wireless resources required for informing the CQI can be
reduced. That may be advantageous in reducing overhead in the uplink channel and improving efficiency of wireless
usage rate for sending the uplink channel data. That may be also advantageous in improving the capacity and throughput
in the uplink channel and a coverage of the service area for the base station.
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[0118] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to exemplary embodiments
thereof, the invention is not limited to these embodiments. It will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that
various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the scope of the present invention as
defined by the claims.

Claims

1. A communication system for measuring communication channel qualities of one or more partial bands of a com-
munication band in a downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in a mobile station and sending
the measurements to a base station as communication channel quality information via an uplink channel, wherein
said mobile station comprises:

a first section (607) for representing a measured communication channel quality of at least one partial band by
a first code as communication channel quality information and representing a measured communication channel
quality of at least one partial band which is different from the partial band represented by said first code by a
second code as communication channel quality information by using a measured communication channel quality
of any partial band represented by said first code as a reference (S1403);
a second section (605) for representing the communication channel quality information of partial bands repre-
sented by said first code or said second code by a third code by using communication channel quality information
of a partial band represented by said first code or said second code respectively at a timing earlier in time as
a reference (S1402); and
a third section (606) for selectively sending information obtained by said first section and said second section
to the base station (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407).
characterized in that said third section sends said information with a smaller error relative to said measured
communication channel quality among said information obtained by said first and second sections to said base
station as said communication channel quality information.

2. The communication system according to claim 1, wherein each of said second code and said third code is a code
indicating to increase or decrease a communication channel quality, which makes a reference, by a predetermined
step size.

3. The communication system according to claim 2, wherein said mobile station further comprises a section for selecting
said step size such that results of increasing or decreasing the communication channel quality information repre-
sented by said second code and said third code by said step size are closer to said measurement, and
the information on the selected step size is informed to said base station.

4. A communication method in a communication system for measuring communication channel qualities of one or
more partial bands of a communication band in a downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in
a mobile station and sending the measurements to a base station as communication channel quality information
via an uplink channel, wherein, in said mobile station, said method comprises:

representing (S1403) a measured communication channel quality of at least one partial band by a first code as
communication channel quality information and representing a measured communication channel quality of at
least one partial band which is different from the partial band represented by said first code as communication
channel quality information by a second code by using a measured communication channel quality of any partial
band represented by said first code as a reference;
representing (S1402) the communication channel quality information of partial bands represented by said first
code or said second code by a third code by using communication channel quality information of a partial band
represented by said first code or said second code respectively at a timing earlier in time as a reference; and
selectively sending (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407) information represented by said second code and information
represented by said third code,
characterized in that said selectively sending step sends said information with a smaller error relative to said
measured communication channel quality among said information represented by said second code and infor-
mation represented by said third code to said base station as said communication channel quality information.

5. The communication method according to claim 4, wherein each of said second code and said third code is a code
indicating to increase or decrease a communication channel quality, which makes a reference, by a predetermined
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step size.

6. The communication method according to claim 5, wherein, in said mobile station, said method further comprises:

selecting said step size such that results of increasing or decreasing the communication channel quality infor-
mation represented by said second code and said third code by said step size are closer to said measurement,
wherein
the information on the selected step size is informed to said base station.

7. A mobile station for measuring communication channel qualities of one or more partial bands of a communication
band in a downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in a mobile communication system and
sending the measurements to a base station as communication channel quality information via an uplink channel,
comprising:

a first section (607) for representing a measured communication channel quality of at least one partial band by
a first code as communication channel quality information and representing a measured communication channel
quality of at least one partial band which is different from the partial band represented by said first code as
communication channel quality information by a second code by using a measured communication channel
quality of any partial band represented by said first code as a reference (S1403);
a second section (605) for representing the communication channel quality information of partial bands repre-
sented by said first code or said second code by a third code by using communication channel quality information
of a partial band represented by said first code or said second code respectively at a timing earlier in time as
a reference (S1402); and
a third section (606) for selectively sending information obtained by said first section and said second section
to the base station (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407),
characterized in that said third section sends said information with a smaller error relative to said measured
communication channel quality among said information obtained by said first section and said second section
to said base band as said communication channel quality information.

8. The mobile station according to claim 7, wherein each of said second code and said third code is a code indicating
to increase or decrease a communication channel quality, which makes a reference, by a predetermined step size.

9. The mobile station according to claim 8, further comprising a section for selecting said step size such that results
of increasing or decreasing the communication channel quality information represented by said second code and
said third code by said step size are closer to said measurement, wherein
the information on the selected step size is informed to said base station.

10. A recording medium recording a program for causing a computer to execute operations of a mobile station of:
measuring communication channel qualities of one or more partial bands of a mobile communication band in a
downlink channel that is divided into a plurality of partial bands in a mobile communication system and sending
the measurements to a base station as communication channel quality information via an uplink channel, comprising:

a first process of representing (S1403) a measured communication channel quality of at least one partial band
by a first code as communication channel quality information and representing a measured communication
channel quality of at least one partial band which is different from the partial band represented by said first code
by a second code as communication channel quality information by using a measured communication channel
quality of any partial band represented by said first code as a reference;
a second process of representing (S1402) communication channel quality information of partial bands repre-
sented by said first code or said second code by a third code by using communication channel quality information
of a partial band represented by said first code or said second code respectively at a timing earlier in time as
a reference; and
a process of alternatively sending (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407) the information represented by said first
process or said second process to the base station,
characterized in that said alternative sending process sends said information with a smaller error relative to
said measured communication channel quality among said information represented by said second code and
information represented by said third code to said base station as said communication channel quality informa-
tion.
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Patentansprüche

1. Kommunikationssystem zum Messen von Kommunikationskanalqualitäten eines oder mehrerer Teilbänder eines
Kommunikationsbandes in einem Abwärtskanal in einer Mobilstation, der in eine Mehrzahl Teilbänder geteilt ist,
und zum Senden der Messungen an eine Basisstation als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen über einen
Aufwärtskanal, wobei die Mobilstation umfasst:

einen ersten Abschnitt (607) zum Repräsentieren einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens
eines Teilbandes durch einen ersten Code als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen und Repräsentieren
einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens eines Teilbandes, das von dem durch den ersten
Code repräsentierten Teilband verschieden ist, durch einen zweiten Code als Kommunikationskanalqualitäts-
informationen durch Verwendung einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität eines beliebigen Teilban-
des, das durch den ersten Code repräsentiert wird, als Referenz;
einen zweiten Abschnitt (605) zum Repräsentieren der Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen von Teil-
bändern, die durch den ersten Code oder den zweiten Code repräsentiert werden, durch einen dritten Code
durch Verwendung von Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen eines Teilbandes, das durch den ersten
Code bzw. den zweiten Code repräsentiert wird, zu einem früheren Zeitpunkt als Referenz (S 1402); und
einen dritten Abschnitt (606) zum selektiven Senden von Informationen, die von dem ersten Abschnitt und dem
zweiten Abschnitt erhalten werden, an die Basisstation (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der dritte Abschnitt Informationen mit einem kleineren Fehler relativ zu der
gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität unter den von den ersten und zweiten Abschnitten erhaltenen In-
formationen als die Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen an die Basisstation sendet.

2. Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei jeder der zweiten und dritten Codes ein Code ist, der angibt, eine
Kommunikationskanalqualität, die eine Referenz darstellt, um eine vorbestimmte Schrittgröße zu erhöhen oder zu
verringern.

3. Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Mobilstation weiterhin einen Abschnitt zum Auswählen der
Schrittgröße derart umfasst, dass Ergebnisse des Erhöhens oder Verringern der Kommunikationskanalqualitätsin-
formationen, die durch den zweiten Code und den dritten Code repräsentiert werden, um die Schrittgröße näher an
der Messung sind, und
der Basisstation die Informationen über die ausgewählte Schrittgröße mitgeteilt werden.

4. Kommunikationsverfahren in einem Kommunikationssystem zum Messen von Kommunikationskanalqualitäten ei-
nes oder mehrerer Teilbänder eines Kommunikationsbandes in einem Abwärtskanal in einer Mobilstation, der in
eine Mehrzahl Teilbänder geteilt ist, und zum Senden der Messungen an eine Basisstation als Kommunikationska-
nalqualitätsinformationen über einen Aufwärtskanal, wobei das Verfahrens in der Mobilstation umfasst:

Repräsentieren (S 1403) einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens eines Teilbandes durch
einen ersten Code als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen und Repräsentieren einer gemessenen
Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens eines Teilbandes, das von dem durch den ersten Code repräsentier-
ten Teilband verschieden ist, durch einen zweiten Code durch Verwendung einer gemessenen Kommunikati-
onskanalqualität eines beliebigen Teilbandes, das durch den ersten Code repräsentiert wird, als Referenz;
Repräsentieren (S1402) der Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen von Teilbändern, die durch den ersten
Code oder den zweiten Code repräsentiert werden, durch einen dritten Code durch Verwendung von Kommu-
nikationskanalqualitäts eines Teilbandes, das durch den ersten Code bzw. den zweiten Code repräsentiert wird,
zu einem früheren Zeitpunkt als Referenz; und
selektives Senden (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407) von Informationen, die von dem zweiten Code repräsentiert
werden, und von Informationen, die von dem zweiten Code repräsentiert werden,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Schritt des selektiven Sendens Informationen mit einem kleineren Fehler
relativ zu der gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität unter den von dem zweiten Code repräsentierten
Informationen und den von dem dritten Code repräsentierten Informationen als die Kommunikationskanalqua-
litätsinformationen an die Basisstation sendet.

5. Kommunikationsverfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei jeder der zweiten und dritten Codes ein Code ist, der angibt,
eine Kommunikationskanalqualität, die eine Referenz darstellt, um eine vorbestimmte Schrittgröße zu erhöhen oder
zu verringern.
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6. Kommunikationsverfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Verfahren in der Mobilstation weiterhin umfasst:

Auswählen der Schrittgröße derart umfasst, dass Ergebnisse des Erhöhens oder Verringern der Kommunikati-
onskanalqualitätsinformationen, die durch den zweiten Code und den dritten Code repräsentiert werden, um
die Schrittgröße näher an der Messung sind, wobei
der Basisstation die Informationen über die ausgewählte Schrittgröße mitgeteilt werden.

7. Mobilstation zum Messen von Kommunikationskanalqualitäten eines oder mehrerer Teilbänder eines Kommunika-
tionsbandes in einem Abwärtskanal in einer Mobilstation, der in eine Mehrzahl Teilbänder geteilt ist, und zum Senden
der Messungen an eine Basisstation als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen über einen Aufwärtskanal,
umfassend:

einen ersten Abschnitt (607) zum Repräsentieren einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens
eines Teilbandes durch einen ersten Code als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen und Repräsentieren
einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens eines Teilbandes, das von dem durch den ersten
Code als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen repräsentierten Teilband verschieden ist, durch einen
zweiten Code durch Verwendung einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität eines beliebigen Teilbandes,
das durch den ersten Code repräsentiert wird, als Referenz;
einen zweiten Abschnitt (605) zum Repräsentieren der Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen von Teil-
bändern, die durch den ersten Code oder den zweiten Code repräsentiert werden, durch einen dritten Code
durch Verwendung von Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen eines Teilbandes, das durch den ersten
Code bzw. den zweiten Code repräsentiert wird, zu einem früheren Zeitpunkt als Referenz (S 1402); und
einen dritten Abschnitt (606) zum selektiven Senden von Informationen, die von dem ersten Abschnitt und dem
zweiten Abschnitt erhalten werden, an die Basisstation (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der dritte Abschnitt Informationen mit einem kleineren Fehler relativ zu der
gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität unter den von dem ersten Abschnitt und dem zweiten Abschnitt
erhaltenen Informationen als die Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen an das Basisband sendet.

8. Mobilstation nach Anspruch 7, wobei jeder der zweiten und dritten Codes ein Code ist, der angibt, eine Kommuni-
kationskanalqualität, die eine Referenz darstellt, um eine vorbestimmte Schrittgröße zu erhöhen oder zu verringern.

9. Mobilstation nach Anspruch 8, weiterhin umfassend einen Abschnitt zum Auswählen der Schrittgröße derart, dass
Ergebnisse des Erhöhens oder Verringern der Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen, die durch den zweiten
Code und den dritten Code repräsentiert werden, um die Schrittgröße näher an der Messung sind, und
der Basisstation die Informationen über die ausgewählte Schrittgröße mitgeteilt werden.

10. Aufzeichnungsmedium, das ein Programm aufzeichnet, dass einen Computer veranlasst, folgende Operationen
einer Mobilstation auszuführen: Messen von Kommunikationskanalqualitäten eines oder mehrerer Teilbänder eines
Mobilkommunikationsbandes in einem Abwärtskanal in einem Mobilkommunikationssystem, der in eine Mehrzahl
Teilbänder geteilt ist, und Senden der Messungen an eine Basisstation als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinforma-
tionen über einen Aufwärtskanal, umfassend:

einen ersten Prozess des Repräsentierens (S 1403) einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität minde-
stens eines Teilbandes durch einen ersten Code als Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen und des Re-
präsentierens einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität mindestens eines Teilbandes, das von dem
durch den ersten Code repräsentierten Teilband verschieden ist, durch einen zweiten Code als Kommunikati-
onskanalqualitätsinformationen durch Verwendung einer gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität eines be-
liebigen Teilbandes, das durch den ersten Code repräsentiert wird, als Referenz;
einen zweiten Prozess des Repräsentierens (S 1402) der Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen von
Teilbändern, die durch den ersten Code oder den zweiten Code repräsentiert werden, durch einen dritten Code
durch Verwendung von Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinformationen eines Teilbandes, das durch den ersten
Code bzw. den zweiten Code repräsentiert wird, zu einem früheren Zeitpunkt als Referenz; und
einen Prozess des wahlweisen Sendens (S1404, S1405, S1406, S1407) der Informationen, die von dem ersten
Prozess oder dem zweiten Prozess repräsentiert werden, an die Basisstation,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der wahlweise Sendeprozess Informationen mit einem kleineren Fehler relativ
zu der gemessenen Kommunikationskanalqualität unter den von dem ersten Code repräsentierten Informatio-
nen und den von dem dritten Code repräsentierten Informationen als die Kommunikationskanalqualitätsinfor-
mationen an die Basisstation sendet.
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Revendications

1. Système de communication pour mesurer des qualités de canal de communication d’une ou plusieurs bandes
partielles d’une bande de communication dans un canal de liaison descendante qui est divisé en une pluralité de
bandes partielles dans une station mobile et envoyer les mesures à une station de base comme informations de
qualité de canal de communication via un canal de liaison montante, dans lequel ladite station mobile comprend :

une première section (607) pour représenter une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une
bande partielle par un premier code comme informations de qualité de canal de communication et représenter
une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une bande partielle, qui est différente de la bande
partielle représentée par ledit premier code, par un deuxième code comme informations de qualité de canal de
communication en utilisant comme une référence (51403) une qualité de canal de communication mesurée de
n’importe quelle bande partielle représentée par ledit premier code ;
une deuxième section (605) pour représenter les informations de qualité de canal de communication de bandes
partielles représentées par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code par un troisième code en utilisant comme
une référence (51402) des informations de qualité de canal de communication d’une bande partielle représentée
respectivement par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code à un moment antérieur dans le temps ; et
une troisième section (606) pour envoyer sélectivement des informations obtenues par ladite première section
et ladite deuxième section à la station de base (51404, 51405, 51406, 51407),
caractérisé en ce que ladite troisième section envoie lesdites informations avec une plus petite erreur par
rapport à ladite qualité de canal de communication mesurée parmi lesdites informations obtenues par lesdites
première et deuxième sections à ladite station de base comme lesdites informations de qualité de canal de
communication.

2. Système de communication selon la revendication 1, dans lequel chacun dudit deuxième code et dudit troisième
code est un code indiquant d’augmenter ou diminuer une qualité de canal de communication, qui constitue une
référence, d’une grandeur de pas prédéterminée.

3. Système de communication selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite station mobile comprend en outre une
section pour sélectionner ladite grandeur de pas de manière que des résultats d’une augmentation ou d’une dimi-
nution des informations de qualité de canal de communication représentées par ledit deuxième code et ledit troisième
code de ladite grandeur de pas soient plus proches de ladite mesure, et
les informations sur la grandeur de pas sélectionnée sont communiquées à ladite station de base.

4. Procédé de communication dans un système de communication pour mesurer des qualités de canal de communi-
cation d’une ou plusieurs bandes partielles d’une bande de communication dans un canal de liaison descendante
qui est divisé en une pluralité de bandes partielles dans une station mobile et envoyer les mesures à une station
de base comme informations de qualité de canal de communication via un canal de liaison montante, dans lequel,
dans ladite station mobile, ledit procédé comporte les étapes:

représenter (51403) une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une bande partielle par un
premier code comme informations de qualité de canal de communication et la représentation d’une qualité de
canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une bande partielle, qui est différente de la bande partielle re-
présentée par ledit premier code, par un deuxième code comme informations de qualité de canal de commu-
nication en utilisant comme une référence une qualité de canal de communication mesurée de n’importe quelle
bande partielle représentée par ledit premier code ;
représenter (51402) les informations de qualité de canal de communication de bandes partielles représentées
par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code par un troisième code en utilisant comme une référence des
informations de qualité de canal de communication d’une bande partielle représentée respectivement par ledit
premier code ou ledit deuxième code à un moment antérieur dans le temps ; et
envoyer de façon sélective (51404, 51405, 51406, 51407) les informations représentées par ledit deuxième
code et d’informations représentées par ledit troisième code,
caractérisé en ce que ladite étape d’envoi sélectif envoie lesdites informations avec une plus petite erreur par
rapport à ladite qualité de canal de communication mesurée parmi lesdites informations représentées par ledit
deuxième code et lesdites informations représentées par ledit troisième code à ladite station de base comme
lesdites informations de qualité de canal de communication.

5. Procédé de communication selon la revendication 4, dans lequel chacun dudit deuxième code et dudit troisième
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code est un code indiquant d’augmenter ou diminuer une qualité de canal de communication, qui constitue une
référence, d’une grandeur de pas prédéterminée.

6. Procédé de communication selon la revendication 5, dans lequel, dans ladite station mobile, ledit procédé comporte
en outre les étapes:

sélectionner ladite grandeur de pas de manière que des résultats d’une augmentation ou d’une diminution des
informations de qualité de canal de communication représentées par ledit deuxième code et ledit troisième
code de ladite grandeur de pas soient plus proches de ladite mesure, dans lequel
les informations sur la grandeur de pas sélectionnée sont communiquées à ladite station de base.

7. Station mobile pour mesurer des qualités de canal de communication d’une ou plusieurs bandes partielles d’une
bande de communication dans un canal de liaison descendante qui est divisé en une pluralité de bandes partielles
dans un système de communication mobile et envoyer les mesures à une station de base comme informations de
qualité de canal de communication via un canal de liaison montante, comprenant :

une première section (607) pour représenter une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une
bande partielle par un premier code comme informations de qualité de canal de communication et représenter
une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une bande partielle, qui est différente de la bande
partielle représentée par ledit premier code, par un deuxième code comme informations de qualité de canal de
communication en utilisant comme une référence (51403) une qualité de canal de communication mesurée de
n’importe quelle bande partielle représentée par ledit premier code ;
une deuxième section (605) pour représenter les informations de qualité de canal de communication de bandes
partielles représentées par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code par un troisième code en utilisant comme
une référence (51402) des informations de qualité de canal de communication d’une bande partielle représentée
respectivement par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code à un moment antérieur dans le temps ; et
une troisième section (606) pour envoyer sélectivement des informations obtenues par ladite première section
et ladite deuxième section à la station de base (51404, 51405, 51406, 51407),
caractérisée en ce que ladite troisième section envoie lesdites informations avec une plus petite erreur par
rapport à ladite qualité de canal de communication mesurée parmi lesdites informations obtenues par ladite
première section et ladite deuxième section à ladite bande de base comme lesdites informations de qualité de
canal de communication.

8. Station mobile selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle chacun dudit deuxième code et dudit troisième code est un
code indiquant d’augmenter ou diminuer une qualité de canal de communication, qui constitue une référence, d’une
grandeur de pas prédéterminée.

9. Station mobile selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre une section pour sélectionner ladite grandeur de pas
de manière que des résultats d’une augmentation ou d’une diminution des informations de qualité de canal de
communication représentées par ledit deuxième code et ledit troisième code de ladite grandeur de pas soient plus
proches de ladite mesure, dans laquelle
les informations sur la grandeur de pas sélectionnée sont communiquées à ladite station de base.

10. Support d’enregistrement enregistrant un programme pour faire exécuter à un ordinateur des opérations d’une
station mobile de : mesure de qualités de canal de communication d’une ou plusieurs bandes partielles d’une bande
de communication mobile dans un canal de liaison descendante qui est divisé en une pluralité de bandes partielles
dans un système de communication mobile et envoi des mesures à une station de base comme informations de
qualité de canal de communication via un canal de liaison montante, comprenant :

un premier processus de représentation (51403) d’une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins
une bande partielle par un premier code comme informations de qualité de canal de communication et de
représentation d’une qualité de canal de communication mesurée d’au moins une bande partielle, qui est
différente de la bande partielle représentée par ledit premier code, par un deuxième code comme informations
de qualité de canal de communication en utilisant comme une référence une qualité de canal de communication
mesurée de n’importe quelle bande partielle représentée par ledit premier code ;
un deuxième processus de représentation (51402) d’informations de qualité de canal de communication de
bandes partielles représentées par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code par un troisième code en utilisant
comme une référence des informations de qualité de canal de communication d’une bande partielle représentée
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respectivement par ledit premier code ou ledit deuxième code à un moment antérieur dans le temps ; et
un processus d’envoi alternatif (51404, 51405, 51406, 51407) des informations représentées par ledit premier
processus ou ledit deuxième processus à la station de base,
caractérisé en ce que ledit processus d’envoi alternatif envoie lesdites informations avec une plus petite erreur
par rapport à ladite qualité de canal de communication mesurée parmi lesdites informations représentées par
ledit deuxième code et lesdites informations représentées par ledit troisième code à ladite station de base
comme lesdites informations de qualité de canal de communication.
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